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What’s New?
• First update since 3rd Edition (2014)
• Optimized for viewing online/as a pdf
• Links to related guides and resources

• New classification of concrete overlays
• Enhanced commentary on state-of-the-art technologies and
practices:
• Geotextile interlayers
• Fiber-reinforced concrete
• Design procedures

• Lessons learned from the experiences of engineers from numerous
state and local agencies
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Chapter 1
• According to the American Concrete Pavement Association’s
(ACPA’s) National Concrete Overlay Explorer, at least 46 states
had built a collective total of 1,289
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
• A new approach to concrete overlay classification:
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Chapter 2 – Evaluation of Existing Pavements and
Selection of Concrete Overlay Options
• Determine the existing pavement type and condition
• Make a preliminary determination of the existing typical
section layers and thicknesses
• Conduct an on-site review and evaluation
• Determine the need for milling and accommodating
adjustments of the profile grade
• Validate the existing pavement condition – Coring and
material testing
• Determine the feasibility of a concrete overlay and the
appropriate overlay option
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Chapter 3 – Overview of Concrete Overlay Design
Four common procedures for determining concrete overlay
thickness design:
•
•
•
•
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AASHTOWare Pavement ME Design
ACPA Pavement Designer
University of Pittsburgh’s BCOA-ME
University of Pittsburgh’s UBOL Design v1.0

Chapter 3 – Overview of Concrete Overlay Design
Beyond thickness design, the comprehensive design of concrete overlay
systems includes many additional components:
• Determination of the type and extent of pre-overlay repairs
• Selection of construction materials with the appropriate properties
• Assumption of bonding or restraint at the interface between the overlay
and the existing pavement (i.e., whether the overlay is bonded or
unbonded)
• Design of edge support (e.g., for widened lanes or tied concrete
shoulders), if any is needed
• Determination of overlay panel dimensions and joint layout
• Selection of joint design details (e.g., load transfer and sealant)
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Chapter 4 – Concrete Overlays on Existing AsphaltSurfaced Roads
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Chapter 4 – Concrete Overlays on Existing AsphaltSurfaced Roads
• Items to consider when considering
bonded (COA-B) vs. unbonded (COA-U):
• Structural deterioration of existing
asphalt pavement
• Base/subbase support
• Stripping of asphalt layers
• Thickness of existing asphalt
• Is there room to mill off rutting and
other surface distresses?
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Chapter 5 – Concrete Overlays on Existing Concrete
Pavements

2007 before overlay in 2008
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Route D, MO in 2020

Milling 2” of concrete

3 ½” on I-70, KS in 2013

Chapter 5 – Concrete Overlays on Existing Concrete
Pavements
• COC–U overlays can be found on all functional classifications of
roadways. By definition, COC–U overlays consist of a new
portland cement concrete surface placed over an existing
concrete pavement.
• The two concrete layers are separated by an asphalt or
geotextile separation layer designed to provide isolation,
bedding, and/or drainage.
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Chapter 6 – Materials and Mixtures
• Concrete overlays are constructed with
conventional concrete paving materials, which
include cement, supplementary cementitious
materials (SCMs), aggregate, water, chemical
admixtures, dowel bars, tie bars, continuous steel
reinforcing (for CRCP overlays), curing
compounds, and joint fillers or sealants. They can
also include macro-fibers as well as separation
layers.
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Chapter 6 – Materials and Mixtures
Materials other than mixture constituents:
• Macrofibers
• Separation Layer
• Dowel Bars and Tie Bars
• Curing Compound
• Joint Fillers and Sealants
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Chapter 7 – Plan Development
• Construction drawings for concrete overlays do not
need to be complex. The location, geometric
features, and maintenance of traffic requirements of
a given overlay project should dictate the level of
design detail that is required in the plans.

• For decades, asphalt overlay projects on rural roads
have been successfully designed and constructed
from a set of drawings consisting of a limited number
of sheets. This same approach can be used for
concrete overlays.
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Chapter 7 – Plan Development
The following are the most common and most effective items for
accelerating concrete overlay projects:
• Well-planned staging and maintenance of traffic criteria
• Public relations efforts that involve coordinating with adjacent
businesses and residents to optimize access and constructability
• Implementation of time-related incentives and disincentives to
encourage concurrent scheduling and timely completion
• Use of accelerated concrete mixtures, but only mixtures for which
the time to opening to traffic falls on the critical path
• Accelerated curing through the use of insulating blankets
• Use of the maturity method to determine early opening
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Chapter 7 – Plan Development

Chapter 7 – Plan Development
• Helpful design details:

Chapter 8 – Construction of Concrete Overlays
• The total construction time required for a concrete
overlay project is significantly shorter than that
required for a roadway reconstruction project
because limited quantities of earthwork and base
materials are needed (or not needed at all) and
concrete placement normally proceeds at a much
faster pace.

• Additionally, weather has fewer potential impacts on
construction schedules. Projects can be opened to
traffic within a short period of time with adequate
planning, expedited staging, and efficient
operations.
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Included Appendices
• Appendix A
• Appendix B

Fundamentals of Concrete Overlay Design
Continuously Reinforced Concrete Pavement
Overlays
• Appendix C
Concrete on Concrete-Bonded Overlays
• Appendix D
Staging Sequence Diagrams for Various Traffic
Control Scenarios
• 104 References, 95 Figures, and 14 Tables
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Appendix D – Staging and Traffic Control
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Appendix D – Staging and Traffic Control
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Other Guides & Documents on Concrete Overlays

History of Concrete Overlays in the United States

5 projects COA – B
2 projects COA – U
2 projects COA – B composite
2 projects COA – U composite
2 projects COC – B
2 projects COC – U
2 projects COC – U CRCP
Oldest 5” to 7” COA-U
1974 IL CR-56
Recent 9” CRCP COC-U
2017 CA I-8
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National Snapshot of Concrete Overlay Usage

National Concrete Overlay Explorer (ACPA)
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LaSalle County 56 near Peru, IL

• Overlay Thickness

5” to 7” COA-U

• Year Constructed

1974

• Traffic
This is a two lane local route providing
access from I-80 to Peru, IL with adjacent industrial
facilities.
• 2012 ADT = 3,850 (two directional movements) (30%
trucks)
• Estimated ESALs since construction through
2020=12,500,000 (assumed 2% growth, 50%
directional, 100% design lane and a truck factor of 1.4)

2012

• Commentary The existing 18’ wide asphalt pavement
was widened to 24’. Contrary to current guidance, no
reinforcing or longitudinal joint was placed over the edges
of the existing pavement. However, no longitudinal
cracking occurred.
2020
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Little Mack Ave. St. Clair Shores, Michigan

• Overlay Thickness

4” COC-U

• Year Constructed

2011

• Traffic
•

Local street – minor arterial

2010 ADT = 13,400 (two directional movements)
(estimated 2.3% trucks).

• Commentary Little Mack Avenue is a minor arterial street
in central Michigan. The existing 9” non-reinforced
pavement was constructed in 1995. The 40,000 yd²
overlay was placed with 5.5” X 5.5” joint spacing and a
14.7 oz/yd² black geotextile fabric separation layer
anchored with Hilti nails and washers. Joints were sealed
with hot pour.

2017

2018
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US-287, Kiowa County, Colorado

• Overlay Thickness

10 ½” COA-U

• Year Constructed

2001

• Traffic
US-287 is a part of the “Ports to Plains”
freight corridor through Colorado, Oklahoma, and Texas.
•

2011 ADT = 2,400 (two directional movements)
(57% trucks) Estimated ESALs since construction through
2020 = 8,000,000 (assumed 2% growth, 50% directional,
100% design lane and a truck factor of 1.4)

2012

• Commentary This is one of over 20 contracts utilizing
concrete paving on this corridor. The existing 24’ wide
mainline with 8’ wide shoulders consisted of a full depth
asphalt pavement which was overlaid with an unbonded
concrete overlay. The 13 mile project cost $12.6 million in
2001.
2020
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I-85 Granville County, North Carolina

• Overlay Thickness

10” COC-U

• Year Constructed
2001

Three projects from 1997 through

• Traffic
A major freight corridor from RaleighDurham, North Carolina, north to Richmond, Virginia
•

2012 ADT = 29,000 (two directional
movements)(estimated 25% trucks). Estimated ESALs
since construction through 2020 = 25,500,000 (assumed
2% growth, 50% directional, 75% design lane and a truck
factor of 1.4)

• Commentary The original pavement was 1970s 8”
CRCP with punchouts and longitudinal cracking. Two of the
10” unbonded concrete overlay sections were constructed
with a 2” thick dense graded asphalt interlayer and the
third section utilized a 2” thick permeable asphalt
interlayer.
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2013

2020

I-44 near Rolla, Missouri
11” COA-U
8” COA-U

• A stretch of I-44 near Rolla, Missouri is part of the main
connector between the Lake of the Ozarks and St. Louis.
With the Lake of the Ozarks being a major resort/vacation
destination, traffic delays were a major concern; therefore,
in 2009, 90 calendar days were specified in the contract for
completion.
• Two miles of the project entailed milling 11” of the existing
asphalt pavement and inlaying 11” of concrete. Seven
miles of the project was an 8” unbonded concrete overlay
using a geotextile fabric as the bond breaker.

• The contractor paved 219,137 square yards of concrete in
47 days and turned over the project to the State in 66
days.
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US-58 Southampton County, Virginia

• Overlay Thickness

4” COC-B and 7” COC-U

• Year Constructed

2012

• Traffic
In 2008 the roadway was carrying 8,300
vpd with 14% trucks

• Commentary The existing CRCP roadway constructed in
1988 was in disrepair so VDOT designed a demonstration
project to compare options, a 2.6 mile bonded overlay with
asphalt shoulders and a 2.2 mile unbonded overlay with 6
foot by 6 foot panels and concrete shoulders. In 2019, the
IRI values were 89 to 106 and 82 to 88 inches per mile for
the bonded and unbonded overlay sections, respectively.
In a January 2021 visual survey, the bonded overlay was
showing significant cracking including Y-cracking and
cluster cracking along with several temporary AC patches
and 16 concrete patches but the unbonded was in good to
excellent condition with one sawed joint locations
experiencing minor spalling and one corner crack.
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Existing CRCP before the overlay

2021

I-72 East of Springfield, Illinois
6” COC-U

• A 2015 innovative project on a 3.2-mile-long section of I-72
just east of Springfield, Illinois, was the first structural fiberreinforced unbonded concrete overlay in the State. This
section of I-72 is a main east-west corridor that links
Springfield with Decatur and Champaign, Illinois. Due to the
nature of the route, it carries a moderate amount of semitruck
traffic transporting local cargo loads. The average daily traffic
as noted in the project plans is 14,000 vehicles per day with 21
percent trucks.
• The project incorporated a “big-block” design featuring a 6inch-thick overlay section and 6-by- 6-foot joint spacing. The
eastbound roadway and shoulders used a classic 1⅜-inch hotmix asphalt (HMA) separation layer. The westbound section
incorporated a 15 oz/yd² geotextile separation layer fastened
in place by a simple adhesive system consisting of an
emulsion tack coat and Hilti concrete fasteners where needed.
Bid cost savings were seen for the westbound geotextileseparated section relative to the eastbound HMA layer section.
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Lubbock International Airport, Texas

• Overlay Thickness

8” COC-U

• Year Constructed

2011

• Traffic
•

Runway 08/26

24,000 Annual departures.

• Commentary Original 1970’s 14” JPCP construction with
10-15% corner breaks (includes D-cracking) and 30-40%
longitudinal cracking. The 6000 ft by 150 ft runway was
placed with 12.5’ x 12.5’ on 2 inches of asphalt and a 14
oz/yd² black geotextile fabric separation layer anchored
with pins.
• Joints were sealed with self-leveling silicone. In an
October 2017 inspection, fewer than 1% of the 5,800
panels were in need of repair – 20-25 corner breaks and
two mid-panel cracks and some slight joint spalling.
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2011

2018

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/pavement/tops/
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Concrete Overlay Case Studies
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http://www.cproadmap.org/publications/MAPbriefApr2018.pdf
http://www.intrans.iastate.edu/research/documents/researchreports/Iowa_concrete_overlay_performance_w_cvr.pdf
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Companions to the New Guide
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Updates coming soon
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And if that isn’t enough info . . . . .
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https://cptechcenter.org/
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Webinars and Videos
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Can be found on the NRRA website
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A New Tool for Quality Concrete . . .
• Section 1: Introduction
• Section 2: Introduction to QC, organizational-level QC
• Section 3: QC for suppliers of materials for concrete
pavements
• Section 4: Introduction to PEM, QC processes supporting
PEMs
• Section 5: QC methods for concrete pavement construction
• mixture design, mixture verification/field setup, mixture
and construction QC, construction acceptance.
• best practices to support development of a QC plan
• Section 6: QC tools
• checklists, control charts and process adjustments,
records management

Thank you for your time
Grand Strand Airport
N Myrtle Beach, SC
2018

Carroll Street
Macomb, IL
2013
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www/cptechcenter.org
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